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 314 THE CELTIC REVIEW

 CHILD-SONGS IN THE ISLAND OF YOUTH

 AMY MURRAY  (New York)

 'IN the Island of Youth, between Neil and Allan, on the
 true edge of the Great World,' say the songs they sing and
 the sgeulachdan they tell at cedilidh round the fire on the
 floor. On the map it is Eriskay ('Eric's Ey'-that shows
 the Lochlanners were there), and you will look south of Uist
 and north of Barra for it among the Outer Isles.

 A half-eyed man could see how its neighbours got their
 naming; from whom but those who lorded them before
 the sheep crowded out the men--Mac Niall and Ailein Clan-
 Raonuill ?-what better namesakes than their old-time chief-

 tains ? But no one knows why Eriskay is 'Eilean na h-Oige ';
 the very name of the namer is forgot.

 Was he not taibhsear, I am thinking ? for thus he might
 have had the sight of a day when An Domrhan M6r should
 be so graceless in her old age that she would house no
 more the blessed things of youth-faith, confidence, and joy;
 when they should shelter in waste places-cold mountains,
 lonely glens, bare islands,

 ' Where few are the sowings of seed,
 Where many the sowings of storms.'

 Far ahead is the seeing of the Gael; it might even have
 been that the nameless one who named the island had the

 forward vision of a pilgrim who should come from An Domhan
 M6r to the edge of the world before the passing of Father
 Allan, to find things dead to her for many a day were warm
 and living in the Island of Youth.

 If one should be told there is neither a tree nor a bush on

 Eriskay; if one knew how the wind can card the thin
 pasture and the tattered barley, and pelt the thatches with
 flying sand and spin-drift; if one were to think upon the
 sort of living to be got from rock and bog and sea, one would
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 CHILD-SONGS IN THE ISLAND OF YOUTH 315

 not look there for the 'forgotten art of gayety.' But there,
 and in the one heart and mind with the deep seriousness
 of a God-fearing folk living close to the workings of the
 elements, it may be found. ' God gives us this because we
 have so little,' said an Eriskay woman once to me.

 There is no myth for which Father Allan had not some
 measure of tolerance, but for that of ' Celtic gloom!' That
 is a fiction of the tourist and the alien-I may myself
 have helped it on a bit on this side the water-for it is
 the weird, the sad, the unusual that first attracts the
 collector of tunes; and so is he likely to bring away with
 him a showing for one side only of the Gael. But Father
 Allan taught me that for fishing in such waters as lie round
 Eriskay the line alone is not enough-better to take the net
 -better yet to go a-trawling.

 Real sorrows are plenty in the Outer Isles, and they have
 their poignant utterance; there is a quality of sadness, more-
 over, in many lovely Gaelic airs which is more elemental
 than human. We read our own vain longings and world-
 weariness and regrets into them, even as into the voices of
 the wind and the wave; then we say the folk-song of the Gael
 is altogether sad.

 But in truth it does not hold itself too high for any mood
 of his, and he has a social soul and a cheery. Besides the
 love-songs and laments that are his symbol to the Sasunnach
 across the Minch and the Sasunnach across the Atlantic, he
 has songs to work to, and songs to dance to, and songs to
 raise a laugh, and the children have their own songs too.

 'A songless web is unlucky.' There are fine slashing
 rhythms in Orain Luathaidh, the waulking-songs; fifty coup-
 lets to a song, and the pitch raised twice while the cloth is
 shrinking and the women swinging and pounding. 'I do
 wonder how they can be making up so many choruses !' a
 girl once said to me. There is indeed endless ingenuity in
 the stringing of syllables meaning nothing in particular
 that answer to the couplets, and give the solo-singer breath-
 ing time.
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 For other songs you go to ceilidh, and over the peats-
 the fire on the floor that burns the whole year round-you
 will get them till morning. You may happen upon the first
 hearing of an Oran na Feannaig that a man made himself
 in his boat last night; a song of an eight-line stanza and a
 little line croaked out at the end to give the assonance-
 rime (you seldom get finals rimed in the English fashion)
 for the next verse. They are always comic, the crow-songs,
 and the men are always making them. There was a man from
 Uist ploughing over on the mainland who made one on his
 own splay feet ; he was looking down on them as he trod the
 Lowland furrows, and thinking they were 'wanting back' to
 Uist, and their homing fancy was the burden of his song.
 Another man got the notion of a song while he was gathering
 tangles, and slipping in the wet and cold on the rocks and
 the sandbanks. Another man yet was ill and had to lie abed;
 the hens were harrowing his nerves by going in and out
 among the dishes on the dresser, and he made an Oran na
 Feannaig to console himself. There would not seem to have
 been much 'Celtic gloom' in any of those men.

 Sometimes at cedilidh the stools will all go back against the
 wall, and the couples stand up for a reel. Then you will
 hear a lively Port-a-Bial ; one of the company will take the
 tune, and the rest will all lift on it.

 They are not easy noting, the Puirt-a-Bial, and not alone
 by reason of the pace and the volleying of the words. But
 they do not quite 'follow the stick.' To be sure, the singer's
 boot comes down steadily enough on the clay floor, and the
 tune goes along at the same gait apparently. But the two
 do not always quite keep step, and it is a puzzle sometimes
 to know where to put in your bars. Perhaps it would be
 well for folk-song writing to go back to the old ways of the
 Elizabethans, as Herbert Hughes is doing in Doire nan
 Eala-the long phrase with the bar at the end gives so much
 better scope to the natural inflections of the voice. It is
 the words that have first place in Gaelic song throughout,
 and the time and tune must follow them. Moreover, it
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 CHILD-SONGS IN THE ISLAND OF YOUTH 317

 would sometimes appear that the singing of them is rather
 'a way of doing it' than consciously a way apart from
 speech. That was Father Allan's idea, and together we came
 upon it and upon the child-songs in the Island of Youth.

 I was walking one day with a grey-eyed girl towards
 Coilleag a' Phrionnsa, where Prince Charlie first set foot
 ashore for the '45-white sand underfoot, grey rocks on the
 one hand, blue water on the other.

 Before we reached the bay there were rocks to be got over.
 The tide had left them wet and ruddy and garlanded in
 strange ways with dripping sea-grass, the 'long-haired one,'
 with tawny-edged 'ruffles' and bronze blob-wrack, with
 the dark-coloured duileasg they boil in the black houses,
 and with what not else that grows or harbours in such
 places. Here and there lay the great tangles, long as coach-
 whips, that they burn on Uist for the kelp-making. They
 say they are like waving palms on the floor of the sea, but
 out of water they always put me in mind of the-one-we-
 won't-mention. And let me say to any one who wonders,
 that the tangle is blackish, and you can bend it this way and
 that; it is thick as your wrist at one end, and there is a
 tassel of limp leathery leaves at the other.

 The girl stooped and lifted one. 'Look you,' she said,
 'when we were children my mother would get these in the
 springtime and roast them, and we would bite a piece out
 here and throw it in the fire. Then we would rub them in our

 two hands and say some rimes,' and she fell to rubbing the
 leaf between her palms (deiseil, I suppose) and to chanting
 thus :

 LIATHAG-' TANGLE RIME'

 In talking time, and in a droning voice.

 Li - a - thag bheag mhin, Thug an t - im a Eir - inn,

 Li - a - thag bheag bhhn, Thug an chis a Al - ba,
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 Blas a' ghuail air cuid a' ghobh - a,

 Blas na meal - a air mo chuid fh6in.

 Little smooth tangle,
 Took the butter from Erin;
 Little white tangle,
 Took the cheese from Alba.

 Taste of coal on share of smith,
 Taste of honey on my own share.

 'Then we would get them to eat. But we must always say
 the rines first,' she added.

 When such a thing as this comes to one who has
 the Gael's blood in her, to one who aye feels black houses
 homely because her forebears came from them, it is as though
 she climbed the thatch of such a house, and looked down
 through the smoke-hole upon the bairn-time of her own great-
 great-great-great-grandmother !

 'You must let me have that !' I said.

 ' I will,' said the girl. 'You'll get it when Father Allan
 comes back.'

 Some days later we sat all three in the little room the girl
 kept clean and cheery for Father Allan. Many a song she
 gave me in there, so that at last she wondered herself. 'I
 didn't think I had so many!' she said. Against the wall
 stood a small harmonium, of a most grudging temper. Many
 a tune I fingered on it, nevertheless, that never had fingering
 before, to the girl's delight. 'Isn't it nice! I didn't think
 it was so nice!' she would say.

 Two windows looked over the smoking thatches down in
 the Baile, and across the loveliest blues and greens and heather-
 colours in the whole world, to the hills of Barra, always
 sending us showers and mist.1 Father Allan sat by the quiet

 1 'When Neil puts on his cap and Allan his bonnet, we will get rain,' they say
 in Eriskay.
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 kindly fire of peats, and the girl, her hands always at the
 knitting, was singing strange airs that never took the turn
 you looked for. I was putting them on paper, and Father
 Allan was watching lest some wee note should slip away.

 The Tangle-Rime came into my mind; I asked for it,
 and got it just as at Coilleag a' Phrionnsa. Father Allan
 wrote the words in his little book. 'Now I will take down
 the tune,' said I.

 ' But there isn't a tune in it at all,' said the girl.
 'Surely there is!' said I (and I do not know which of the

 two of us was the more surprised).
 'Indeed, there isn't any,' she said earnestly. 'It's just

 nothing at all but rimes.'
 'Will I play it for you ?' I asked (for the shall and will

 of the Highlander, when he takes to the English, are those
 of the Lowlands).

 The turn she gave to her head said 'yes' to my question,
 and 'no' to my thought. I began at the pedals, and with
 their usual ill grace the keys yielded up

 Eriskay girls have their own wild laugh. 'Ha-haU! I-
 bhb !'-and if I never heard it before, I heard it then.

 'Do you know,' the girl said, wiping her eyes, 'I never
 knew I was singin' it !'

 'It's only a way of doing it' to them,' said Father Allan,
 when she had gone out to look after her bannocks, 'but they
 always do it the same way.'

 The instinct that leads them would seem to be a strangely
 blind one, or it might be more just to say that they seem
 strangely blind to it. For example, the way they sing
 'Mairi Bhuidhe,' a waulking-song with a triple chorus.

 1 'Is there a tune in it ?' he asked a woman who said she had the 'Song of the
 Smithy.'

 'There s a sort of edge (caoin) to it,' she answered.
 There are fine Ossianic lays, chanted in the bardic way, to be had in the Outer

 Isles for the asking.
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 The ways of the notes in the first and third are not the same,
 but the two women who were teaching me the song could
 see no difference between

 A-4

 Hi - ri - o, a Mhairi Bhuidhe.
 and-

 :2
 Ac

 Hi - ri - o, a Mhhiri Bhuidhe.

 'Aren't they just the same words ?' they asked. But
 they regularly brought in first one and then the other.

 ' Aithne bliadhna aig fear na h-aon oidhche,' " they say in
 Eriskay, and I am not in the pulpit. But I would counsel
 any one coming after me to think a little upon the old modes
 of the plain-song (taken as they were from the use of the
 people into the service of the church), and upon the old scale
 with the flat leading-note as you get it on the chanter, before
 he puts the Gaelic tunes to paper. Many a tune will lose
 its edge if it is thrust into a modern scabbard.

 Here are two bits of Hebridean plain-song. I got the
 tune of 'Luchag is Cat' in Eriskay, and the words (which
 seem a sufficient variant upon those of Campbell of Islay to
 be worth setting down) from Donald M'Donald, piper, at
 Dalibrog in Uist.

 LUCHAG IS CAT-'MOUSE AND CAT'

 With varied expression.

 AK
 :8:

 Fal - a - bhan in an il an in
 mf

 Fal - a - bhan iu an os an cat.
 Thuirt an luchag 's i's an toll
 'Ach de fonn a th' ort a' chait ?'

 'Cairdeas, comunn is gaol,
 Faodaidh thusa tighinn a mach !'

 Said the mouse, and lie in the hole,
 'How is it with you, O cat?'
 'Friendship, fellowship, and love,
 Prithee come then out of that ! '

 1 'A year's knowledge with the man of the one night,' meaning that a stranger
 often claims more knowledge than those who have been in a place for a long time.
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 ' Mhairbh thu mo phiuthar an de,
 Fhuair mi f6in air eiginn as;
 'S e6lach mi air an dubhan chrom

 A fits am bonn do chas, a chait !'

 'You killed my sister yesterday,
 Scarce myself got out of that ;
 Knowledge have I of the crooked hook
 Growing on the sole of your foot, 0 cat !'

 AN Ct BAN-' THE WHITE DOG'
 In a swinging measure, and not too fast.

 itt
 AE'

 'Di an d6bh an' os an ciu bin'Nachmin-ig a bha sinn'
 mf

 os an ci bhn 'Di an d6bh an ' os an chi ban.

 Air chl ghraidh,
 Os an cii bin.

 Cagnadh cni'mhan,
 Os an cuh bhn.

 Di an d6bh an
 Os an cui bin.

 'Dee an d6 an,' quoth the white dog,
 ' Were we not often,' said the white dog.
 'Dee an dd an,' quoth the white dog,
 ' At the back of a wall,' said the white dog.

 ' Crunching bones ?' qquoth the white dog,
 'Dee an d6 an,' said the white dog.

 The white dog must growl now and then-' Dirrrra
 d6bhan, os an chi ban.' 'Where does this come in ?' I asked.
 'Och, just anywhere you like,' said the girl.

 I fancy that a sort of insight into the beginnings of
 plain-song might now and then be got through the singing
 at St. Michael's. It is done by a bunch of girls in the loft,
 and has a really touching sound of youth and reverence; the
 music, however, for my first Sunday in Eriskay had been
 chosen by a Sasunnach. There was not much of it, and even
 had the tunes been better, that would have been just as well,
 for there was no one there (nor anywhere, I believe) who could
 sing the Gaelic and the Latin as Father Allan could speak
 them. When he would lift his voice in the prayer before the
 Mass,

 ' 0 Thighearn los, a Mhic arn Dd bheb,'

 it was as the talking of the elements, and my only wish was
 to hear on and on, and to have no break.

 But one morning, after the women came back from the
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 fish-curing in the Shetlands, the voices struck with deeper
 volume into a fine archaic measure that made me prick an ear.
 'What was it ?' I asked over the porridge afterwards.
 Father Allan's face fell a bit. 'It is an old " Cradle-song of
 the Blessed Virgin,"' he answered, 'but they have spoiled it.
 Do you hear how plain it is ?-but what can I do about it ?
 -each one of them had her own way of the tune, and no
 two of them the same, and how would it do for each one to
 be putting in her own twists and turns ? So they have had
 to leave them all out, and now there is not a woman on the
 Island can sing it in the old way, so far as I know.'

 I suggested that the plain-song doubtless had gone
 through such a stage, and that after a season of bare boughs
 the tune might-' Sprout out again!' he exclaimed, his face
 brightening.

 Unless one sees the shape of a tune the first time through,
 one may have trouble with it. The second thoughts of a
 man who is giving one a tune are not his best; he is sure to
 leave out something, or to take another turn, and not to know
 it. And it is of no manner of use to tell him of it, or to ask
 a question.

 'Instinct right, reflection wrong,
 When you get a man to sing a song!'

 -said Father Allan with a laugh one day. I was always
 listening when the grey-eyed girl was singing over her work,
 and getting another and another wee note to enrich the
 melodies I had already on the paper.

 Again, the very good-will of the singer may cheat you.
 'Is it so ?' you ask, doing your best with a slippery phrase.
 'Och, yes,' he will say gently, thinking to himself the while
 that your way may not be just his own way, but no doubt it
 will be just as good, whatever. You love him for this, the sign
 in him of that old culture which every one of his race inherits
 and hands down. But you may lose the edge of your tune
 by it.

 'It makes me happy to give you this,' said a cailleach of
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 nigh to fourscore years and ten, knitting all day long in the
 place-that-is-most-honourable beyond the fire. She had not
 a word of English, and I with my little of the Gaelic was
 trying to get words and tune together of an Oran Luathaidh
 she had (and that is the only way to do). She fairly shouted
 them at me to help my wits, standing up to it at last; she
 clapped me on the knee when I got them; we rocked together
 in gales of laughter over my mistakes. Sometimes, while I
 was puzzling over a phrase with my eyes in my book, the
 room would fill up without a sound. I would look up to see
 a ring of neighbours round, men, women, and children; all
 speechless, and every one with his eye on me. After we had
 grown merry together, they would all lift on the tune, or join
 in the laugh they dearly love-but I must always be the first
 at that.

 Three more child-songs the grey-eyed girl gave me, and
 there must be many more. There is none without its ' blas
 na meala,' the heritage of him who is born to the speaking of
 a bardic tongue, and there is a good feeling for bird-notes in
 them.

 ORAN NA SMEbRAICH--'THE MAVIS' SONG'
 In a calling tone.

 _-2

 Mhic ghil - le Mhoire mhic '. Mhic ghil - le Mhoire mhic! Troth'd

 dhachaidh! Troth'd dhachaidh! Gu d' dhinneir, Gu d' dhinneir! De 'n

 din- neir? De 'n din - neir ? A - ran cru-aidh cuilc, a - ran coirc;

 A - ran cruaidh cuilc, a - ran coirc; Bi clis ! Bi clis ! Bi clis !
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 'Son of the servant of Mary,
 Son of the servant of Mary,
 Come home, come home!
 To dinner, to dinner!'
 'What dinner ? What dinner ?'

 ' Hard reed-bread, oat-bread;
 Be quick! be quick! be quick!'

 ORAN NA H-UISEIG--'THE LARK'S SONG'
 In a scolding tone.

 A:I

 Ma 's e du - ine beag thu, Cuir - idh mi le creig thu,

 Ma 's e du - ine mdr thu, Bo - gaidh mi 's an lbn thu,
 more gently.

 Ma 's e du - ine beag biod - ach biod - ach brbn-ach Gu 'n

 dim.

 e all... . . . . . . . . . . . . .
 gleidheadh Di - a dha d'athar 's dha d' mha - thair fhein thu.

 The lark is seeing boys coming to harry the nest-she sings :-

 If you be a little man,
 I'll put you over the rock ;
 If you be a big man,
 I'll dip you in the dub;
 If you be a poor little, wee, wee fellow,
 May God keep you for your own father and mother!

 PORT NA FEANNAIG-' THE CROW'S TUNE'

 Quick and lively.

 -2

 ' Shgh cridhe shigh coluinn, Rob - ach-an dubh !' os an fheannag.
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 1st. 2nd.

 'Shgh cridhe sihgh coluinn, Robachan dubh !' os an fheannag, os an fheannag.

 Sing through the nose.

 'Rob-ach an dubh'[' Dhomhnuill gur boidh- each thu!']Jos an fheannag.

 'Little rough black one, essence of my heart and body!' said the hoodie-crow,
 'Little rough black one !' ['Donald, how fair art thou !'] said the hoodie-crow.

 The crow is always ' Domhnuill,' and the reason is not far
 to seek (say it aloud, Gael-fashion). An Eriskay mother trots
 the two-year-old, in his little leine- Chriosda,7 to this tune, and
 he keeps his laugh for ' Domhnuill gur boidheach thu,' which
 she always sings through her nose.

 My best tunes came from youngish singers, strong gillean
 and young women who had in mind their mothers' ways, while
 she still had heart for the high notes. When her strength
 fails a little, she 'makes it easy for herself,' and the daughter
 keeps the better tradition. I have never heard much sound
 of passion in an Island treble, but rather the clear plaintive-
 ness, the almost sexless quality, of a young lad's voice. It
 fits the music strangely well.

 'She has her own voice,' said a girl once when we were
 coming away together from a woman who had been singing
 wonderful lullabies, while she rocked her twelfth leanabh in
 her arms. The girl came from Bun-a-Mhuilinn, where they
 sing high and shrilly, and the woman's voice was like a
 wonderful deep reed, that ran easily an octave below my own
 low pitch. It fascinated me; so did the mellow deep-sea bass
 in which a sailor sang for me one night, in the grey-eyed girl's
 kitchen, the strangest tune I ever heard.

 'It's a great deal of trouble I am making you,' I said one
 day to the mother of twelve (and she was a youngish woman),
 and she answered with a most beautiful grave kindliness, ' I'm

 I Perhaps leine-chneas, skin-shirt. This was also the term applied to the retainers
 who went with a bride to her new home and settled there.
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 sure if we have anything, we 're glad to give it to you.' They
 are willing enough, the dear people. But give them a little
 time to 'mind' their songs, so they may know what they
 know. 'If you would just come down some time when I will
 be mending my nets!' said a young fisherman who had given
 me one fine sailor-song, then found himself aground.

 Some girls came in one day (this was on another island
 near-by, and I was just coming away) to see the cliarsach. I
 played and sang a while, then the good woman who was
 housing me said to them, 'Now you must give Miss Murray an
 Oran Luathaidh.' But nothing came from them but giggling,
 with uneasy looks from one to another, until I said, 'Och, I
 know how it will be with myself. I can never think on a
 song when I want it.' 'Yes, indeed!' said the oldest girl
 gratefully, 'it will be just that. We have plenty, and we
 will not be home before we will be thinking on them. But
 we can't mind them now.'

 'I am sure,' I said,' if you had just the time, you would
 give me plenty Orain Luathaidh.'

 'We will that!' said she. 'If you would come again, we
 would be all ready for you; if you would let us know, so we
 could be thinking them over.'

 There are plenty songs in the Outer Isles, plenty of the
 best of good people to sing them. I love them for the sake of
 my own blood, and I saw them for a space through Father
 Allan's eyes-he never saw Eriskay looking grey but once, he
 told me. Grey and lonely it will be now without him.

 There is a way of saying among Highlanders concerning
 the things they know past forgetting; it is that they 'have'
 them. So may we say, we who had the joy of knowing Father
 Allan, that though he may have gone away, we have him still;
 he will stand to us for all time as the symbol of what a friend
 and a man and a servant of the Lord should be, and of what
 a chieftain might have been.

 There was neither any fiery cross nor any changing of old
 ways in his wise thoughts for the bettering of his people's for-
 tunes, nor would he see them take the world beneath their heads.
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 More pasture for the cow, more milk for the children, more
 bannocks for everybody he would have indeed. But he knew a
 man could live a life complete on the edge of the great world as
 well as in the heart of it; he knew An Domhan M6r, and what
 a man would stand to lose therein-ways of un-worry and
 of brotherly love, tradition of bardic speech, trick of happiness.
 He would rather see him take his chance with the sea and

 the sand, and his children herding barefoot, than that they
 should crowd a back land in a city slum-it were better that
 the grey-eyed girls should be carding and spinning at home,
 living their mothers' lives in the black houses and thinking
 the old deep thoughts of their mothers' mothers, than to be
 gossiping in the servants' hall somewhere on M6rthir. And
 while they waited for the coming to their misty shores of
 better times, he would have them sing and be merry; the
 faith for which he stood had no quarrel with the piper nor the
 seanachaidh; the first reel at the weddings was always in
 his own house. 'We know,' he said, 'how necessary it is for
 our poor people to be happy;' and again, 'you cannot get
 nearer Heaven than here.'

 Even as he said this, his destiny was cast, and he was at
 the yonder end of time. Only a fortnight more, and his
 people put him in his grave down by the Bacle. They paid
 such tribute to him as they could--they took the clods up
 with their hands, and with their hands heaped them above
 him. So now will we who are in An Domhan M6r be bring-
 ing what we may to lay upon the grave of Maighstir Ailein.
 It would be none the less to him, this poor offering, for all
 that it came from underfoot, in his own Island of Youth.

 BARDACHD IRTEACH

 [THE poems and fragments here printed are a collection of native verse
 made by the Reverend Neil Mackenzie in St. Kilda. Mr. Mackenzie
 was born in Sannox, Arran, in 1796, and died in Glasgow in 1879. He
 went to St. Kilda as missionary in 1830, and remained there until 1843.
 Thereafter he was successively minister of Duror, Kilbrandon and Kil-
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